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Editorial
With this issue time severs the links between yet another Leysian and
the Editorship of the Fortnightly. We quit our post hoping to have,
above all, satisfied the Leysian world which forms our readership,
and abdicate to the next man, wishing him well. The confluence
between ours and the ever flowing stream of the Fortnightly has been
brief, but interesting, a facile and oft repeated meeting and parting.
The same carefree words cannot be repeated for the man who
undertakes to be the President of this institution. He carries the
weight, shoulders the responsibility, and provides the continuity. In
his way he becomes the Fortnightly. A fusion the Editor can never
achieve due to the tenuity of his position. So here we mark a parting
of ways which is of far greater import than ours.
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For more than seven years Mr W. E. SANDBACH has been the
mainstay of this magazine. The mentor and friend of many Editors,
it falls on us to honour him for them and you. He has launched
without disaster more than a hundred issues. In this one we would
like to give him at least some of the thanks he so well deserves.

The School
D Another potholed section of the School paths has been brought up
to a more presentable standard with the re-tarmacing of the portion
between East House and the pavilion.
D West House has acquired two new croquet balls, and wishes to
thank those who donated towards them. Perhaps their champion will
now challenge the Headmaster to a match.
D The Fortnightly committee will consist of a nearly entirely new
body of worthy men next term. Mr P. R. Chamberlain will be President and Mr R. H. Ward will take over his position as Vice-president.
D. J. Raffe is to be Editor. The posts of assistant editor and sports
editor will be filled later. We wish this team all success for the future,
and are sure that they will live up to the high standards maintained
by Mr W. E. Sandbach, who is retiring as President.
D The School had great pleasure in once more welcoming the Sarah
Lawrence Chorus from the United States. We were most fortunate in
having the chance to listen to their impeccable singing—which is to
be later heard in places far more worthy than our Chapel; such as
Westminster Abbey and the Dubrovnik Festival. After their performance the girls were entertained to a barbecue in Mr Bennett's garden
and dancing in the West House Common Room.
D An infusion of technology has taken place in the organisation of
'A' level seating. Mr Southern has worked out a system whereby the
number of each candidate, on a yellow label, is pinned to a board
with squares representing desks. In this way after each exam, irrespective of the changes in those present, the papers can be automatically
collected in the correct order.
D We are pleased to note from the publicity posted the high standard
of films for Saturdays next term; credit must be due to the Secretary
of the Film Society.
D On Sunday 30 June the Choir gave an exceptionally good rendering (if not quite of Sarah Lawrence standard) of Mendelssohn's
"Oh for the wings of a dove" with P. K. J. Burness singing the
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difficult treble solo part with a feeling and tone rarely heard in the
morning service. We would like to take the opportunity at this
juncture to state that nearly all the anthems this term have been
outstanding; notably that performed on Speech Day. Credit for this
must go to the Choir but also to Mr Naylor whose drive has not only
been reflected in the ability of those in the nave. We acclaim his
achievement of elevating the congregation to a vocal plane high
enough for them to be invited to appear on television twice in a year.
D For the first time in Leysian history an Inter-House Judo match
took place on 25 and 27 June, refereed by Mr T. Shatakzo (1st Dan)
from Japan. In the individual section the results were 1. A. M. Jones
(E.), 2. A. G. Wide (F.), 3. W. J. Corke ('A'). The final result was:
School 100, East 92, 'A' 85, Fen 75, West 35, 'B' 25 pts.
D Over the weekend of 22-23 June six Leysians under the auspices
of Mr R. H. Ward attempted the Lyke Wake Walk, the initial ordeal
for a "dirger". All except one completed the 45 miles in 21 hours,
with three hours to spare.
D The Housemaster of East has made the following appointments:
House Prefects: A. N. Drake and R. S. Tommis
Sub-Prefects:
C. Muriu and R. G. Senior
D Congratulations to E. G. Njoku on winning the triple jump at the
National Championships at Portsmouth with a distance of 47 ft. ^ in.
D 1st XI colours have been awarded to J. A. Shuckburgh and N. G. S.
White. The latter is now a tri-colour.
D The Fortnightly Prize of three guineas, awarded by an independent
adjudicator for the best individual contribution of the year, has been
divided between A. C. Porter for his Christmas Present (p. 92) and
C. A. Thomas for his Lost Memories (20 February Poetry Supplement).
D The President of the Fortnightly Committee has awarded a prize
of 30s. to J. B. C. Tanzer, the Editor, in recognition of his hard work
and success in encouraging contributions, and in particular of his
initiative in improving the general lay-out of the magazine. The
Committee wish to thank the many who have sent contributions to
the Fortnightly during the year, including those whose offerings it was
regretfully decided to decline.
D We have received the following school magazines this scholastic
year and have enjoyed reading them: Kingswood Magazine, Stortfordian, The Gresham, The Alleynian, Uppingham Magazine, The
Elizabethan, The Mill Hill Magazine, The Edinburgh Academy
Chronicle, The Merchistonian, The Rydalian, The Laxtonian, The
Pelican, The Denstonian, The Kimboltonian, The Wesley College
Chronicle, The Felstedian, Glenalmond Chronicle, Wycliffe Star, The
Cholmelian, The Reptonian, The Tauntonian, Collegiate School of St
Peter, The Wyvern, The Cranleighan.
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"IT'S YOUR MAGAZINE"
THIRKILL
The following, in percentage terms, are tables of contributions and
contributors to the Fortnightly over the year—bar this issue. They do
not include the Editorials, Notes, O.L. Section, Sports reports and
articles from masters. This is because the object of the exercise is to
give an indication of the magazine's support from the two most
easily delineated areas of the School: the Houses and the upper and
lower divisions.
Table I
Articles per
House % of articles
% of contributors
contributor
East
26
35
1.1
West
26
23
1.7
School
19
19
1.4
Fen
26
19
2.0
North B
3
4
1.0—
North A
0
0
—
Lower School 16% Lower School 19%
1.2
Table 2
% of poems
% of poets
Poems per poet
East
20
23
1.7
West
30
27
2.1
School
34
23
3.2
Fen
8
15
1.0
NorthB
4
8
1.0
North A
4
4
2.0
Lower school 30 % Lower school 42 %
1.4
Table 3
Contributions
% all contributions
% of writers
per writer
East
23
32
1.4
West
29
23
2.5
School
27
18
3.0
Fen
16
18
1.7
North B
3
6.5
1.0
North A
2
2.5
2.0
The writer attempts to make no conclusions and leaves this to the
reader.
MR W. E. SANDBACH
Wilfrid Sandbach came to The Leys in September 1930, straight
from King's College, where, besides his reputation as a Scholar, he
was also well-known as a Chess Half-Blue and as the University
Table Tennis champion. Both of these sports, with much else, he had
practised in partnership with his school friend, C. H. O'D. Alexander,
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who soon afterwards became the Chess champion of Great Britain
and is still a well-known figure in international chess. A demonstration game at Table Tennis between these two worthies in B House
Common Room was an awe-inspiring sight to those boys and masters
privileged to behold it.
Sandbach was an absurdly young schoolmaster, and for several
years he and other young masters lived a care-free bachelor life, playing games every day and living with great enjoyment on very small
salaries. But no-one who knew or was taught by him could fail to
realize his great proficiency as a German scholar and teacher.
Wilfrid's father—the late Professor Sandbach of Birmingham
University and during the war years Wilfrid's "stand-in" at The
Leys—had taken his sons on many continental holidays, long before
foreign travel was the commonplace it now is, and this no doubt
accounted for Wilfrid's linguistic fluency and may well have inspired
him to institute the long series of ski-ing tours with Leysian parties to
Austria and Switzerland—always happy occasions and especially so
when, as the years went by, he married and took his family as well.
His marriage to Kathleen Bancroft in 1939—after a longish spell
on the loose—was undoubtedly the best thing he ever did, and, with
the late "Buck" (Buchanan) as best man, it was a most enjoyable
occasion. Kitty Sandbach's charm and poise and her deep interest in
people—especially young people—have created a delightful and
gracious household in which Wilfrid has remained well content to
act as her lieutenant and enjoy the fruits of her many accomplishments.
As master in charge of tennis for over thirty years, he has instilled
into his teams some of his shrewd tactical sense; but few of his boys
have been able to hit the ball as easily or as fluently as he can. When
time allowed he graced the cricket field, and 1 am sure he will never
forget the hundred he scored against the Old Leysians at Fenners in
partnership with Alan Ratcliffe, or the six wickets he took against the
School with his leg-spinners. His sort of versatility is based on intelligence, timing and an amazing eye, and his ability at billiards bears
witness to the high refinement of his skills.
On three occasions, before the war, he performed in Gilbert and
Sullivan operas, when his light tenor voice and poker face admirably
suited the comedy of those works. Many will remember the combination of Messrs Gillard, Rose and Sandbach with Bye on the piano,
and Sandbach playing the part of Bunthorne in Patience, the Judge
in Trial by Jury, and Sir Ruthven Murgatroyd in Ruddigore.
After being House Tutor to the late Bob Morris in North B for
several years, Wilfrid acted as Housemaster for two years while the
Housemaster's residence was being constructed for the newly wed
Bob and Lucy. Subsequently Wilfrid was Housemaster of West for
another two years before suffering in 1939 the disqualification which
matrimony at that time entailed.
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From 1941 he was in the Intelligence Branch of the R.A.F., and
was demobilised in 1946 with the rank of Squadron Leader.
For the past seven years Wilfrid has been President of the
Fortnightly. In that position his unfailing tact and care over detail
have been invaluable; he has encouraged contribution and has saved
many a blush of a youthful writer by pointing out that some extravagent thought of the moment might well be re-phrased before receiving
the immortality of print! All boys and masters who have worked on
the magazine will appreciate the considerable time and energy that
its President has devoted to it.
Both his sons were educated at The Leys and there can be few
families who have been more involved in the welfare of the School.
To Kitty and Wilfrid we wish all happiness for the future, we thank
them for all they have contributed to this community and we trust
that they will be frequent visitors from Whittlesford.
MESSRS E. T. MOORE, W. N. WHITE AND C. G. WILCOCKSON

MR R. P. AYRES
Reg Ayres came to the School in 1932 and has been our Senior
Science Master since 1934. The Rev. Harry Bisseker must have
found his appointment an agreeably obvious one to make. The
School required a chemistry master, and a pioneer to introduce
scouting, and Reg was ideally suited, by temperament and qualifications, to accept both commitments. He had just come down from
Cambridge, having done research work under Professor Loury, and
taken a Class II. 1 in Part II of the Natural Sciences Tripos, and a
1st class B.Sc. in Chemistry at London University. Previous to that,
he had already found time to train as a teacher at Westminster
College, and to teach for several years at Truro College and at The
Perse School. During all this time he had been very active in scouting.
Reg is a great enthusiast, who does nothing by halves. His work
both in science teaching and in scouting has covered a wide range
inside the School, and extended a long way outside it. He is a firstrate teacher, as a conversation with any of his old pupils soon reveals,
but school science in his hands has not been confined to the classroom. Throughout his time, the Senior Science Society has consistently been one of the most flourishing School Societies. Reg has
seldom missed one of its fortnightly meetings, and his wide circle of
friends in the University has provided an inexhaustible source of
distinguished lecturers. Visits to university laboratories and local
industries, Speech Day exhibitions, any activity which could help
promote interest in science, it is the same story: Reg has organised
them all. Some of us are going to miss him here in a big way.
The name of R. P. Ayres is well known in science teaching, and it
is rare to meet a science master anywhere who fails to enquire after
Reg. A long period of service on the Committee of the Science
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Masters' Association culminated in his election as Chairman in 1957,
when Lord Todd was the President. In that year, the Annual Meeting
of the Association, a highly popular event with science masters, was
held in Cambridge. The Leys could not have been more prominently
represented, with the President and Lady Todd, the Chairman and
Mrs Ayres, presiding at all the social gatherings.
The history of the School Scout Troop, the 60th Cambridge, is, of
course, a very full one. It begins when Reg formed the Troop in 1933.
He retired as G.S.M. in 1960. As with his science, his activities in
scouting have not been confined to the School, and he has for a long
time been Assistant District Commissioner for Scouts in Cambridge.
The achievements inside the School would, however, have been
enough for most people. The Scouts under Reg, presently joined by
Maurice Howard, were the pioneers in a number of admirable
activities which are now much favoured at the School. The most
obvious of these is the search for adventure. The end of term these
days is marked by a mass departure of adventurous bands, potholers,
climbers, sailors, foreign travellers, and campers of sundry kinds.
The first in many of these fields were the Scouts. Reg comes from
Devon, and he is as addicted to travel as was Sir Francis Drake. He
knows how to achieve it with the maximum enjoyment and the
minimum expense, and many are the Leysians who would have been
grateful for their Scouting on this account alone.
Perhaps the most lasting achievement of Scouting is that of the
Rover Crew, which has produced so many Old Leysians who have
emulated Reg himself, in putting into Scouting even more than they
have taken out, and have been doing valuable social work, inside
scouting, or in services such as V.S.O., after leaving school.
Scouting and Science have naturally stolen this picture—one could
also dwell on this ex-Downing soccer colour's prodigious clearances
at full-back in the Masters v Boys matches in the thirties. Reg has
been wide in his Leysian interests, and his knowledge of individual
Old Leysian histories is encyclopaedic. Reg is retiring, but he and
Hilda have formed so many ties with the School that we can hope to
see them on frequent occasions all the same. We are fortunate that
their daughter Margaret and her family live in Kent, making Cambridge a convenient neutral point between the magnets of Kent and
Devonshire.
MR R. BROWN
MR C. W. CROUCH
For fifteen years Cecil Crouch has been in charge of the Art School,
a familiar figure on the buses plying between Girton, The Leys and
The Perse School, from which he is also retiring from being a fulltime member of staff. To The Leys he could only devote a minority
of his time, and he would always avoid the limelight and official
functions if he could; yet he has been anything but a stranger in our
midst. Generations of boys have enjoyed his help and encourage267

ment in the Art School, but his friendship and interest have been felt
far beyond those walls.
Always a most modest person, Cecil is a difficult man to get to
talk about himself; and probably for most of us a visit to his house
at Girton was not only a gourmet's delight (and a gourmand's
Waterloo!), but also a fascinating introduction to the man. The
grand piano dominating his lounge reminds us that he might have
been a concert pianist if his Headmaster had not stepped in; the
paintings and figures, the books on theatre and ballet, reveal the
breadth of his interest and experience in artistic things. Yet his own
sculpture, drawings and paintings are stored in the attic, and only
the most insistent person will get him to play his piano! But suggest
doing a play (provided it is one of which he approves!) and Cecil will
out with the sewing machine and produce the costumes in a trice.
His kindly, modest and generous nature have won him friends of
all ages and in many walks of life. Though he is retiring from his
teaching work, he will never retire from our affections, and we hope
that plays and concerts at The Leys will lure him back among us
from time to time.
MR R. G. BENNETT
MR C. J. SOLOMON
It came as no shock to learn that Mr Solomon had decided to move
on at the end of this term, since he had always maintained that he was
only a bird of passage at The Leys; yet it in no way lessens our sense
of loss. Some people are missed for their colourful personality, others
for a particular skill displayed in public, but Mr Solomon will
chiefly be missed for his interest in the individual—the tennis players
he has coached, the sixth form historians he has inspired, the boys in
West who have benefited from his and his wife's interest in them as
people. His encouragement of boys to make more of themselves has
been greatly appreciated by them and there are many boys who have
ventured on something new at his suggestion.
In the more public sphere he has maintained and directed enthusiasm in the Historical Essay Club and the Clapham Society and has
given most valued and active support to musical events. He will have
a great deal to offer as a head of department at Pocklington, and our
best wishes and thanks go with him and his family on the next stage
of their journey. We hope he will continue to migrate to Cambridge.
MR K. N. NAYLOR

MR R. ROOPNARAINE
If, as it must be, only pupils can fairly comment on a schoolmaster's
talent and enthusiasm, it is not surprising that I find it difficult to
write about Roop's two years at The Leys. Obviously he is a brilliant
teacher of Sixth formers, and the handful of boys who have read
French and Spanish with him have been inspired to read an immense
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range and quality of books. They have shared his interest in all the
arts, especially in films, and he has founded the Senior Film Society
and Scarab. Above all, he has had a spectacular influence through his
unconventional ideas and way of life. In any school with fixed standards and an eye at least on traditional values (c.f. the Headmaster's
Speech Day address) it is essential to have a dissenting voice, provided
that it is honest and compassionate. Roop has been a focus of leftwing protest and he has encouraged boys to question authority and
those who represent it. By his example much vague complaint has
been replaced by informed and sharply specific protest, and I have no
doubt that if he were staying his passionate commitment to many
issues would make the School's intellectual climate worthy of a
University City.
His loss to the School can be partly measured by the deep friendships he has made. It is significant that these have been largely with
his pupils rather than with those older than himself, which bears out
that he is a great stimulus for active and inquiring people not yet
settled in fixed attitudes. He has never regarded other views as less
valid than his own because less mature, whatever "maturity" may be,
and he is a fine teacher because he works on the very simple principle
that everyone responds to being regarded and treated as an adult.
We wish him and his family all possible happiness in Nova Scotia,
where he is taking up an appointment as a teacher in a Technical
College.

MR S. H. SIDDALL

MR D. LEWIS-WILLIAMS
MR T. G. LYTTELTON
MR D. H. PREST
One of the fringe benefits of sabbatical periods for those who stay
behind can be the breath of invigorating freshness that blows through
the School in the form of temporary Common Room colleagues,
often from foreign parts. They prevent the dust from settling too
thickly. Those who come to us with time for reflection take an enquiring look at us, and will invariably, if subconsciously, persuade us
to take a look at ourselves and see ourselves in perspective.
Mr Lewis-Williams (from South Africa) and Mr Prest (from
Australia) come within this category. Both have spent their time
looking at Leysian education—and being involved in it—but have
also travelled extensively to examine other schools from Eton to the
Manor Secondary School, from Holland Park Comprehensive
(Wedgwood-Benn, minor, and all that) to Fawcett Primary, Trumpington. From their anecdotes we too have become more aware of the
wider world of education, and of our own place in it.
Mr Prest's travels have taken him even further afield. An enquiry
at his home in the Easter holidays met with the reply that he had
flown off to Australia for the week-end! We hope that he and his
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charming wife, Jean, will enjoy his new appointment as Headmaster
of Scotch College, Perth. Mrs Prest's collection of brass-rubbings
will doubtless adorn the new Headmaster's house. Mr Prest will be
able to employ his cricket-coaching talents more patriotically, and
his stentorian persuasions and gentler wooings of reluctant mathematicians in K3 will be replaced by a more familiar voice—with
antipodean accent?
One would-be benefaction that may not have reached the general
ear was the joint-attempt by Mr Lewis-Williams and Mr Prest to
match the unique whole-holiday recently granted by suggesting a
further day, to mark two British Test defeats in one week. They
really have had the School's interests at heart!
It is not inappropriate that Mr Lyttelton's name should be linked
with those of colleagues from Australia and South Africa, since one
of his distinguished forbears was a Colonial Secretary. When one
thinks of another member of his family, renowned in the world
of jazz, it is not surprising that Mr Lyttelton's own varied talents
should have allowed him to teach three subjects and to have coached
the Fantasticks, while those who have faced him across a tennis net
will be in no doubt concerning his athletic ability. Mr Lyttelton
moves on to an appointment at Eton.
One final impression of these three gentlemen is of the courtesy
they have shown in their all-too-brief stay. We are very glad to have
had them among us, and wish them well as they take up their new or
former appointments.
MR s. c. E. WHITEHEAD
R.S.M. R. A. CROSBIE
R.S.M. R. A. Crosbie is leaving The Leys this term after ten years'
service. His loss will be very great to the C.C.F., to the Rifle Club and
to the School as a community. His efficiency and sense of responsibility—and of humour, too—have been deeply appreciated. These
qualities have, perhaps, above all been seen by those boys who have
shared his company at the Ashburton Meeting at Bisley. There, also,
they have recognised his considerable skill as an armourer. On camps,
he showed the soldier's special genius of making a comfortable
dwelling and a good meal from the most unpromising materials; and
it has always been the boys who benefited first from his labours. To
him and to Mrs Crosbie we wish all future happiness.
MR C. G. WILCOCKSON

CRICKET
THE LEYS V OLD LEYSIANS

Home, Saturday 15 June; Drawn
The annual Speech Day match against the Old Leysians lived up to all expectations in producing a highly entertaining and exciting day's cricket that resulted
in a particularly tense finish.
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The Leys won the toss, and surprisingly elected to field. The Old Leysian team
quickly exploited their advantage of batting first on a good wicket. By lunch, after
only an hour's batting, they had scored 63 for 1, with Rigg and the evergreen
Witherington at the crease. A flurry of runs came after lunch, until Murrills
captured three quick wickets. Unfortunately, the School's fielding wilted in the
following 45 minutes, in face of some extremely forceful batting which yielded
79 runs. Relief came when Cooper broke the partnership, and then quickly dismissed Bousfield. Walton went on to complete his half-century before the innings
was closed at 239 for 6 wickets, leaving the School to make 240 runs in 167
minutes to win.
Jackson and Murrills gave the School a steady start, and by tea they had
scored 45 runs in even time. The partnership topped a hundred before Jackson
was out for an attractive 66. The Leys were still some way behind the clock when
both Kelshall and Johnson were out; but thanks to an attacking innings from
White, the target looked much nearer. While wickets continued to fall, Murrills,
at the other end, batted on resolutely and reached his maiden century. But,
despite some frantic last-minute hitting, the School were still four runs short of
victory at the end. A fitting climax to an aggressive day's cricket from both
sides.
A.M.S.
Old Leysians
The Leys
S. C. Amey, c. Taylor, b. White 14 R. W. W. Jackson,
H. Witherington, c. Jackson,
c. Witherington, b. Royce .. 66
b. Murrills
42 S. A. Murrills, not out ..
.. 101
P. G. R. Rigg, c. Johnson,
S. A. Kelshall, c. and b. Bousfield 18
b. Murrills
43 G. L. Johnson, c. Bousfield,
R. S. Plant, c. Kelshall,
b. Royce
..
..
.. 2
b. Murrills
..
..
.. 4 N. G. S. White, b. Symes
.. 29
T. H. Walton, not out ..
.. 65 R. H. Tattersall, b. Royce
.. 4
D. A. R. Hulme, b. Cooper
.. 38 J. S. Williamson, run out
.. 4
D. S. Bousfield, c. Murrills,
J. G. Taylor, not out ..
.. 6
b. Cooper
4 R. M. Cooper 1
S. G. G. Benson, not out
.. 13 J. G. Wilks
}• did not bat
P. Symes
~]
J. A. Shuckburgh j
R. J. Royce
}• did not bat
Extras
6
M. C. M. ThorpeJ
Extras 16 TOTAL (for 6 wkts.)
.. 236
TOTAL (for 6 wkts., decl.)
Bowling:

.. 239
Bowling:

TattersaH 10-3-24-0
Cooper 8-0-31-2
White 5-0-18-1
Shuckburgh 12-0-60-0
Murrills 19-1-90-3

Thorpe 7-1-26-0
Symes 23-6-54-1
Royce 26-1 -111 -3
Bousfield 7-0-28-1
Rigg 1-0-11-0

MINOR COLTS

2 July The Leys 123-8 declared (N. C. D. Lloyd 56), The Perse 97 (J. N. Pepper
6-9).
HOUSE MATCH FINAL
'B' v FEN
'B' retained their firm grip on the Cricket Challenge Shield by defeating Fen in an
interesting Final by 30 runs.
Although 'B' were liberally sprinkled with 1st XI players, the youthful Penmen
gave them a fright when they bowled out R. W. W. Jackson, S. A. Murrills and
S. A. Kelshall for a total of eighteen runs. T. D. Page and J. D. W. Price did the
damage and only a sound innings by D. R. Johnstone allowed 'B' to reach 84.
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However, with a bowler of S. A. Murrills' calibre in the side that total was
enough. All the Fen batsmen had to come off in order to reach that total and
when G. L. Johnson was bowled by S. A. Murrills the writing was on the wall.
T. J. Murrills opposed his elder brother with a straight bat and sound technique
but was eventually inveigled into hitting across a leg-spinner.
J. J. L. Broadhead, straight from the running track, hit some hearty fours
mainly from memory, as he has not played cricket for five years.
S. A. Murrills showed his full array of bowling talent by the intelligent use of
leg-spin, top-spin and googly, and no batsman in Fen could read him. Those who
tried to were confused and those who had a swing were only temporarily successful.
Fen were by no means disgraced and showed an alert enthusiasm in the field
where G. L. Johnson led them by astute captaincy.
In this competition, where each side bats for 35 overs and no bowler may bowl
more than 10 overs, the less fit team have a better chance of making a game of it,
and only outstanding players like S. A. Murrills and R. W. W. Jackson can
dominate proceedings.
W.N.W.

SPEECH DAY ROWING
For three successive years now races have been held over Speech Day between
present School crews and the Old Leysians. But 1968 was a landmark in the
history of the School Boat Club, because before the races the new shell Eight
made by Donoratico of Italy and presented by Dr J. E. O. Mayne was officially
"launched" by Mrs Mayne. This is the first new shell Eight the Club has ever
possessed, and moreover is one of the best in Cambridge. Only seven years ago
we had nothing—except the enthusiasm of the first pioneers, and the occasional
loan of the notorious "sieve". Almost all the equipment that has been gradually
built up since then has come from the generosity of parents and friends. The new
boat was named after Derek Baker, who from the outset has been one of the
driving forces behind the Club, and we hope the crews that row in her will share
his belief that nothing can ultimately overcome determination.
The racing which followed (from The Stump to Peters Posts) illustrated the improvement in O.L. crews as an increasing number of oarsmen join their ranks.
Almost all the 1st O.L. crew had been rowing in their respective College or Club
first eights. But the result also showed the importance of training together as a
crew, and both 1st and 2nd VIII races were won by the School, by 11 and 12
seconds respectively.
A buffet lunch was held afterwards in the Trinity Clubroom (for the use of
which we are most grateful), and brought together several generations of Leysian
oarsmen as well as parents, friends and coaches—about 150 in all.
The Crews:
1st and 2nd School VIIIs: as for Oxford Regatta;
1st O.L. VIII: D R. Perks, J. S. Lowden, A. W. Darby, N. S. Deutsch, S. J.
Hilton, D. L. Cruttenden, P. J. Mayne, P. A. Graetz; D. J. G. Boursnell (present
Leysian) coxed;
2nd O.L. VIII: O. Sutherland, C. Horwill, A. J. Godfrey, J. R. D. Langdon,
R. S. Holmes, W. Sutherland, J. V. Whitaker, P. G. Townshend; J. M. Yealland
(present Leysian) coxed.
NEWARK REGATTA : Saturday, 22 June
This was another rain-plagued and wind-blown regatta, where despite the cowpats and stinging-nettles of the "enclosure" and an increasingly chaotic timingschedule the standard of entries in eights was quite high. After a forced stop
through a slide coming loose in the first round of Senior-Junior Eights, the 1st
VIII used its second chance to get back into the running by winning the repSchage against Newark R.C. and Nottingham and Union R.C. (3 abreast). They
immediately raced twice more, in School Eights, beating Beckett School easily but
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(by courtesy of the Cambridge News)

Mr W. E. Sandbach and Mr R. P. Ayres on Speech Day

THE SCHOOL
Back row: H. R. Bird, A. R. Whittaker, G. W. Jackson, J. H. Lowder
2nd row: J. A. Carpenter, J. S. Codings, D. Y. T. Eu, N. C. Capon, D. L. Winny,
P H. Jones, R. A. Chalmers, M. L. Sherrard, M. J. Forbes, B. B. O. Robson,!
E. D. R. Sadd, J. B. Anderson, (

CONCERT BY THE SCHOOL BAND
Saturday, 6 July 1968
An audience of some seventy people attended the Concert and were treated to a
variety of music ensembles and solos. The concert opened with the March from
The Magic Flute by Mozart, played with vigour by the Band. In contrast N. G.
Yarwood’s solo, by Stamford, was played with control and much delicacy. S. W.
Rogers performed very competently in Louthe's Concertino for trumpet, produc
ing an excellent tone, although a little more attack would have helped at times.
The Senior Woodwind played well, overcoming technical difficulties; and the
Junior Ensemble performed with control and polish. With more experience they

by courtesyof Edward Leigh
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THESHCOH

SL. E.R Bird

losing by a length to Chester City G.S., and in the semi-final of Senior-Junior
Eights losing by about 2 lengths to Manchester University, by which time they
not surprisingly looked a little weary. This was a very short course compared with
Henley, but the starts were encouraging and the proximity of races almost
provided interval-training!
R.D.A.

ROSS ROBERTSON POINTS
The Games Committee have revised the Ross Points in view of the spread of
games in the School in recent years, and the points for 1967-68 will be as follows:
Senior
Junior
Rugger
100
25 "1 to be split between
Hockey
100
25 > Junior, Minor Junior
Cricket
100
25 J at the wishes of master i/c.
Athletics
80
(including standards)
Swimming
80
(including standards)
Tennis
60
(to be shared by Senior and Junior)
Gym
40
Squash
40
(to be shared by Senior and Junior)
Shooting
25
(an extra 15 will be given if a Junior match is
organised).
Cross Country
40

Prose and Poetry
THE CAT KING

MACTAVISH

Stepping daintily, king of the mice catchers,
His long sleek body twisting
With every careful move.
Disdainful of the dustbin grovellers and
The dog baiters. He was the careful one,
The quietest of pouncers.
He can march down the middle
Of the pavements, unafraid, unwilling
To degrade himself by standing near the fence
With the common cat.
All the city is his domain.
All the city is his playground, his bed,
Homes were for pampered cats,
The fat slovenly cringers.
The roofs are his castle.
The vantage of the cat king.
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FAR FROM HOME

c. MURIU

I knew as soon as I boarded that plane
That I would be far, far away from home
In a new and strange place.
As I sat in that comfortable flying room,
Moving fast over land and sea,
Never did I stop figuring the gloom
Of the cold and hostile snow
That in England I would see.
Then slowly, as though it were a dream
Bringing a change of wind, emerged spring:
Birds, insects, flowers and branches seemed
To come from hibernation to a strange
And prepared room for the summer.
The country so turned beautiful,
Yellow here, white there, green in same manner
Under the warm glowing sun everywhere.
Lasses and lads put on their banners
And played anywhere.
In the sun by day, in the moonlight
By night.
OBSERVATIONS

c. MURIU

As he lectured to the young student finalists who were to be engaged
in medicine, the lecturer decided to end his lecture by performing a
simple test with his pupils.
"My final words to you," he said, "are that you should be very
keen on your observations in whatever test or experiment that you
perform."
He took a beaker full of a yellowish green solution and placed it
before him. "I have decided that we all should taste this solution here
and find out what it tastes like."
When he had removed the stopper the lecturer dipped his first
finger into the beaker, drew it out and without altering the position
of his finger, he put into the mouth the second finger instead. Although the young doctors in front of him watched with keen faces,
neither observed the trick played by the lecturer. When they had
finished the tasting, and all were coughing and sneezing due to the
solution's pungent smell and bitter taste, the lecturer addressed them
sympathetically.
"You haven't been observant, for you did not see what I did. I put
the second finger in the mouth instead of the first one which I had
dipped into the solution. Please, let these be my last words to you,
'Be observant'."
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YESTERDAY'S JUST BEGUN

R. s. TEBBIT

Yesterday's just begun . . .
Old time of many a season;
Tribal wars,
With no rhyme nor reason,
New found lands
And new found kingdoms.
Yesterday's the golden age—
Long lost remembrances
And long fireside tales,
When men were brave
And fought and won.
Yesterday's gone,
And what have they left,
Those stately Victorians!
The dust and filth of industrial towns
Mechanical noises, mechanical sounds.
And can we still find a solace here?
The birds still sing
And the buds still break
Into blossoms of colour
And beautiful shapes.
Today is here;
It's ours, it's new,
It holds opportunities
Our friends never knew.
Let's not make the men
Of tomorrow's world
Look back on today's
As I look on you.
EASY FAME

DUMMKOPF

9JB suiaod Xui jBt[j ssjnsua ji }SB3j }B ing
'snounj Xijnjjqguj gjdoad sa^eui qoiq/w ^aiuiunS e sji
—snouno sqj 9{3i9Aui oj pajrej ja^ JSASU qoiqM
jpqj uo puBjs ;^qj suisod SJUM S/(BMIB j JGJ
'snoiinds jiq apjij B si qjaoM /^ui jaod B sy
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SONGS OF PRAISE

AUNTIE

The Headmaster on speech day:
Every eye shall now behold him
Robed in dreadful majesty;
The Senior master:
His truth at all times firmly stood,
And shall from age to age endure.
Our Housemaster:
Our Maker, Defender
Redeemer, and friend!
or:
Praise him for his grace and favour—
Slow to chide and swift to bless.
The doyens of the science laboratories:
The ancient of days
Pavilioned in splendour
And girded with praise.
The School Secretary:
Thou art full of truth and grace.
The Chaplain:
O come all ye faithful.
The Director of Music:
To the School—
O for a thousand tongues to sing
To the newboy—
In this chorus take your place.
The Senior Prefect:
Praise the lord who reigns above
And keeps his court below.
Prefects:
Thy right we would give thee—
True homage thy due.
To each past editor of this journal:
His hand has writ the sacred word
With an immortal pen.
An entry by the Senior English Master:
He came in tongues of living flame
To teach, convince, subdue.
The maintenance staff:
Ye saints who toil below.
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The groundsmen for Speech Day:
And earth's fields, with herbs and flowers
Shall put on their choice array.
The San:
We'll crowd thy gates with thankful songs.
TheM.C.R.:
O blest communion, fellowship divine!
The H.M. at lunch:
Accept our thanksgiving for creating grace.
The logic of certain rules:
In light inaccessible hid from our eyes.
A junior and his dormitory prefect:
Thy all surrounding sight surveys
My rising and my rest,
My public walks, my private ways—
The brass in Chapel:
God's trumpet wakes the slumbering world.
The Perse girls in Chapel:
Boys and girls together singing
With pure heart their songs of praise.
An away match:
Fling out the banner. Heathen lands
Shall see from far the glorious sight.
Drill boys:
Brightest and best of the sons of the morning.
The smoker:
Infinite lengths beyond the bounds
Where stars revolve their little rounds.
A Cambridge coffee bar:
Thou hidden source of calm repose.
Before 'A' levels:
We faintly hear, we dimly see
In differing phrase we pray,
After'A'levels:
Away with gloom, away with doubt.
Leysians:
How happy is our portion here—
The leavers:
Uplifted are the gates of brass,
The bars of iron yield.
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THE SCHOOLS' AFRICAN LINKING SCHEME

c. MURIU

This is a bridge linking The Leys School with Thika High School,
Kenya. Young as it is, the scheme has begun successfully, offering an
opportunity to Samuel Karuhi and Christopher Muriu of Thika as
its pioneer ambassadors. This idea, however, may not be all that new
or strange, since other English schools have been linked with African
schools in West and East Africa. The objects of the scheme are to
try and bring into contact students from different continents, to study
and exchange ideas.
During the six months' time abroad, the students may acquaint
themselves socially, make friends and have a knowledge of a particular country. In this respect Africa and Europe will not be isolated to
younger generations but will be brought a step closer. In addition,
those concerned will have much in store to take back to their respective countries.
Now I would take this opportunity to thank all those who have
done so much and contributed to our welfare. Firstly to the Headmaster and Mrs Barker, Mr and Mrs Gardiner, Mr and Mrs Home,
and all the Leysian members of staff for their great help. Finally, may
I thank the rest of the School for their co-operation and friendliness.
To those going out, I wish all the best of luck and happy days ahead.
Those who are remaining—tread on the orbit and keep on keeping on.
To those going to Kenya, a safe journey to Thika. On behalf of the
veterans I say "au revoir".
I'LL ARISE AND GO NOW . . .

J. F. o. THOMPSON

Only a donkey faithfully plods along the muddy road,
As the friendly farmer waves at passers by.
The fishing boats fade into the haze at dawn,
And yachts glide silhouetted 'gainst the evening sky.
The leprechauns have lain there 'neath the sun
Since the oldest man in Glendalough was born;
The children leave them breadcrumbs every night,
Which have always strangely disappeared by morn.
Tufts of shamrock glisten after rain,
The tired sheep-dog lazes on the stone-flagged floor
To the gentle plucking of a distant harp
And the tap of tiny footsteps by the door.
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WHAT IS JUDO?

R. I. MATTHEWS

Secretary of The Leys School Judo Club
Since I came to The Leys two years ago I came to a school which
actually did judo—at that time the only School in Cambridge to do
so—and I was amazed, and still am, at the ignorance of many people
at the School towards judo. It is my purpose that by writing this
article I may perhaps clear a few points concerning one of the
world's newest sports, and help some people to a better understanding of what judo is really about.
Many people think of judo as a means of self-defence—a means of
purely beating someone up. This mistake has arisen due to such
glorified thrillers as the Avengers where Honor Blackman was
acclaimed to be a "judo expert"—whatever that means. Judo is
purely a sport, like football, swimming or hockey, and is not a means
of self-defence.
Like any other sport, judo's purpose is to develop one physically
and mentally. It is a means of enjoyment and of playing—not
fighting. This was the intention of the originator of judo, Dr Jyroro
Kano, who was one of the leading figures in Japanese education
early this century.
Dr Kano developed judo from the ancient art of ju-jitsu and this is
where most of the present day confusion may have originated from.
Jujitsu was indeed a method of unarmed combat, where the purpose
was to kill your opponent. (This existed in times of feudalism and
barbaric warfare—when the legendary Samuri ran amok).
Dr Kano saw the need for a national sport with as many recreational as patriotic benefits. Thus judo developed into a method of
recreational enjoyment, practised at first by the Japanese, and now by
nearly every country in the world. It had no obvious connections with
self-defence or ju-jitsu. Judo was intended to fill a gap, which existed
at the beginning of this century, in the physical, recreational and
educational requirements of a people who needed purposeful, recreational and physical play. There are no tricks or grandiose mysterious
elements in the sport—these are purely a figment of the sensationalist
novelist or T.V. producer.
Judo has often been compared with nature, and spiritualism, indeed many see judo as a way of life. "Ju" means gentle, and "do" the
way, thus judo the "gentleway". Judo is indeed, if practised in the
ideal way a gentle sport, and the intention is to throw your opponent
with a certain technique using the minimum of effort, utilising to the
maximum effect your opponent's force. When this happens one
experiences something of perfection—and this is the ultimate aim:
perfection! It happens rarely, and I do not think I have experienced
it myself more than three or four times. One may laugh at a person
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achieving perfection by throwing someone, but if it is executed in the
correct way it turns into a work of art. A comparison is ice-skating:
here as in judo the aim is not always to win, but to demonstrate
certain techniques. The techniques used in ice-skating are again a
matter of attaining perfection—one only has to look at the present
world ice-skating champions to see this.
The ritual of bowing to the mat and to your opponent is constantly
laughed at not only in this school, but by many judo players themselves. These judoka are the ones who continually do judo to win and
gain prestige. They know nothing of the humility of the sport and its
gentleness. The bowing ritual has descended from the everyday
customary Japanese greeting. But by bowing to your opponent you
not only reveal your gentleness and humility to him, but your
sportsmanship.
Judo is a vast topic and too detailed to be treated in a small article
like this; each of the points I have made about the physical education,
the "myth" of the self-defence, the perfection and the humility are
all a part of judo. Above all it must be emphasised that judo is not a
barbaric method of fighting someone, but a highly specialised, but
easy method of achieving personal fitness (humility and perhaps
perfection, if one is prepared to train hard enough).
Lastly one must not look upon judo as a minor sport, as many do.
The popular French newspaper UEquipe in a recent article stated
that judo was the fourth most popular sport in France. Judo is
televised all over Europe and of course Japan, but unfortunately
Britain still lags behind in its support for this "oriental" and
"mystical" sport, and we still have to watch wrestling on television.
It is not that British Judo lags behind the rest of the world, indeed it
is in the top four countries of the world including Japan, and our new
training methods are even being followed by the Japanese themselves.
The future looks bright for British judo, but it is about time these
misleading myths were swept away.
SUBURBIA

HERB

A long suburban road lay cool under the shade of beech trees. The
sun was still hot and fierce, even though the church bell had struck
six. In the distance a four-carriage train screeched to a halt, and doors
banged against the metal sides of it. Hurried feet rushed towards the
ticket barrier, but no-one spoke. Black-suited, dull and tired, the
commuters crossed the dry modern footbridge, the hard shoes
making the concrete slabs ring. The men and women scattered outside the station like droplets hitting the ground and running outwards. Soon, the station fell back into its hollow emptiness. The
orange sun waited for the six-thirty to come in.
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CROSSWORD

A. N. DRAKE

Across
1. A rebel might be this (7)
5. Gangster organisations (6)
9. Suppressed laugh (7)
10. For idle pianists (7)
11. The mere view of this animal might spoil the scenery (3)
12. Our ancestors (11)
13. He was born one and backed one (5)
14. Part of the art of oratory (9)
16. Parables, maybe (9)
17. The sea, perhaps (5)
19. Osborne wrote about him (11)
22. A favourite word of De Gaulle's (3)
23. Full-blooded contradiction (7)
24. Furniture from mixed reparation (7)
26. Mocks (6)
27. Something to blame in the Editor? Well, it's over now (7)
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Down
1. A system causing financial unrest (7)
2. A conspicuous object which can be seen throughout the School (11,4)
3. Place of refuge (3)
4. Welcome at the tuckshop (5)
5. Haughty ecclesiastics (9)
6. He gives afternoon art up for a walk (5)
7. Opposers of 17 across (15)
8. The car park on fire? Surely he is innocent! (6)
12. Such fumes urge disposal of car (5)
14. Delights provided by door-ways (9)
15. The Sub certainly meant it, and he translated into German, too! (5)
16. Familiar sight to gladiators (6)
18. Type of communist relatives (7)
20. The whole sentence is useless if you do this to it (5)
21. Elbow (5)
25. A number of years are up (3)
Solution on p. 284.

Old Leysian Section
OLD LEYSIAN UNION
The Annual General Meeting of the O.L.U., held in October 1967,
voted that the annual subscription to the Union be raised in 1968 from
£1 to £1 10s.
The change was necessary because increased printing and postage
costs had caused the O.L.U. to run at a loss for a few years. It would be
a great help if all members could change their Bankers' Orders or the
amount of their subscription accordingly.
THE ROVER CREW

The activities of the Crew in recent years have changed considerably
from the earlier days so that the Old Leysian members of the 60th
would hardly recognise it as Revering. The week-end camps at Toft,
or in the war years at Fascally, and the night operations based on
Saffron Walden and Houghton Mill Youth Hostels have been replaced by Easter hikes in Norway, Rhineland, and the Tyrol and
planning Voluntary Service at home and overseas.
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Three Old Leysian Rovers have given talks in the past two terms.
Dr Ronald Ingle ('40-'45) spoke about his work at All Saints Mission
Hospital in the Transkei, South Africa, where he and his wife acting
as surgeon and anaesthetist worked and carried out even the most
difficult cranial operations with simple equipment. Robert Stonely
('42-'48) introduced us to the life of a geologist working with B.P.
Oil Company. Although the modern helicopter helped them to move
about Alaska, a great deal of exploration was done on foot in difficult
terrain. Squadron Leader Bill Russell ('46-'51), a Scouter and
Medical Officer at Scottish Scout Jamborees, spoke about the R.A.F.
Himalayan Expedition and his work as climber and doctor. Although
DHAULAGIRI IV was not scaled, the preparations and flight to
Katmandu were of great interest, and the various camps up to 21,000
feet needed expert mountaineering experience in avalanche conditions. A recent Rover Mate, Peter Bull ('61-'66), back from a year of
V.S.O. in the New Hebrides, showed us some excellent colour slides
of the way of life there and the great opportunities for helping boys of
the South Sea islands who grow their food, bake their own bread and
construct their classrooms and dormitories.
This year has been a record for Leys boys serving abroad and we
send greetings to the following: J. H. Patrick (Solomon Isles), G. D.
Green (E. Pakistan), O. L. Temple and C. H. Pickup (Navronga,
N. Ghana), R. J. Mair (Fiji), M. R. F. Newman (Thika High School,
Kenya, where D. J. M. Caffyn ('50-'55) is teaching and where A. M.
Wallace ('24-'28) is the Vice-Principal).
We know that there will always be a succession of Leysians who
will face the challenge and be ready to give such voluntary service to
the people of the emergent and developing countries.
MR R. P. AYRES

O.L. NOTES
D Sir Samuel Gurney-Dixon ('A' '95-'97) celebrated his 90th birthday on 6 July and received a greetings telegram from the School.
D E. P. Cockeram (E '38-'41) has been chosen as prospective Conservative Parliamentary candidate for Bebington, at present held by
Labour.
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY

B.A.—C. J. Coffin, R. S. Holmes, P. M. J. Ambler, C. G. Webbe,
R. M. Dunnett, D. Rees Evans, J. A. Caesar, R. C. Newstead, O.
Sutherland, A. W. Lauder, L. H. Judd, J. C. Sharman.
J. R. Fox: Mechanical Sciences Tripos Part I Class I and Senior
Scholarship for Mechanical Sciences
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ENGAGEMENTS

H. E. D. Busby to Frances Newsholme of Emsworth, Hampshire
R. A. Sykes to Christine Anne Jennings, of Bramhall
BIRTHS

D. H. R. Fairey: 29 June, a son
E. B. Nye: 21 June, a son
ADDRESSES

A. R. Cavanagh, 19 Chinning Road, Birkdale, Southport, Lancashire (Southport
67012)
D. L. Kinnear, 1 Goodyers Avenue, Radlett, Herts. (Radlett 6973)
M. K. Payne, Telephone No. changed to Wadhurst 2370
P. M. Price, Hurst House, Hurst Lane, Bollington, Macclesfield, Cheshire
(061-204 2360)
C. M. Shafto, Box 4 Site No. 1, R.R.8, Calgary
R. M. Scott, c/o Schlumberger Overseas S.A., Maidstone House, 26 Berners
Street, London, W.I
SOLUTION TO CROSSWORD
Across: 1. Defiant, 5. Setups, 9. Chuckle, 10. Pianola, 11. Mar, 12. Anthropoids,
13. Loser, 14. Elocution, 16. Anecdotes, 17. Drink, 19. Entertainer, 22. Non,
23. Anaemic, 24. Dresser, 26. Spites, 27. Elapsed.
Down: 1. Decimal, 2. Fluorescent Lamp, 3. Ark, 4. Treat, 5. Superiors, 6.
Tramp, 7. Prohibitionists, 8. Parson, 12. Acrid, 14. Entrances, 15. Under, 16.
Arenas, 18. Kindred, 20. Remit, 21. Nudge, 25. Era.
CALENDAR
Sat. July 13 1st XI v Gresham's (A)
1st Tennis VI v Gresham's (A)
Sports Day
Henley Finals
Scout Camp begins
Sun. „ 14 11 Holy Communion
6 The Chaplain
Mon. „ 15 Exeunt Omnes
15-18 Bisley
16 C.R.A. Time Race
23-26 C.R.A. Bumping Races
Thurs. Sept. 12 Redeunt Omnes
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University Courses
OLD LEYSIANS WRITE ABOUT COURSES IN SUBJECTS
NOT STUDIED AT THE SCHOOL, AND THEIR
OPINIONS ON THEM
The Fortnightly sent out a questionnaire at the end of last term to
about a dozen O.L's at Universities around the country who are
reading subjects not taught at The Leys. Below we print their replies
(with very little editing) to the questions we put to them. We are well
aware that this is a far from comprehensive bit of research—a full
survey would be too lengthy in any case—but nevertheless hope that
Leysians will gain from it, if not a specific knowledge, at least an idea
of what it is all about to be an undergraduate; either as an "artist",
a scientist, or somewhere on the border line. Above all, we are very
grateful to those who took the time to reply, in nearly all cases fully,
wittily and informatively. Editor.

p. P. E., (OXFORD), j. H. T. GREEN (BALLIOL) AND M. A. PARSONAGE
(KEBLE)
(1) General concept of the course:
Green: "Whether the course has a general concept is not at all clear.
There are very few places where either of its three parts coincide
except in a very haphazard way, determined rather by the immediate
subject matter than by the concept of the course as a whole. There is
a great deal of room for improvement in this direction: linking the
political nature of the economics and the economic nature of the
politics etc. There are difficulties in this in that each subject could
easily be studied for three years on its own, but if it is intended to
maintain the tripartite nature of the course then some sort of
methodical unity has to be imposed over all three unless it is to be
nothing more than dabbling on the edge of three ponds which happen
to be placed near each other.
Parsonage: Three parts, philosophy, politics and economics, each
equally important. Two main exams, prelims after two terms (two
major subjects plus one minor one such as French or maths), and
finals after three years (all three major subjects plus two optional
papers).
(2) Its appeal—personally and in general terms:
Parsonage: Any social studies course is of relevance to the main
problems of the world today, hence its appeal to me personally, and I
should imagine its general appeal.
Supplement to The Leys Fortnightly, 12 July 1968

Green: The appeal of the course is, I suspect, rather illusory, in that
the idea of this being the "great" combination of modern subjects is
not fully realised. However, that the three do range far wider than
any other course, at least in terms of the modern world, even in their
rather divided forms, is still the major attraction. Certainly the course
deals much more closely with the immediate problems of the present
rather than with attitudes to problems in general, and in certain
limited aspects leads much more directly on to non-academic work
after university: this last point, however, cannot be taken as an
overall recommendation, this depends largely on one's choice of
special papers and general interests within the course.
(3) Facilities for study:
Green: The facilities for study are, I think, very good. Since it is the
second most popular course most colleges have all the major books in
their libraries, and there are also special faculty libraries for economics
and social studies which between them cover the whole course. It is
also fairly easy, at least in Balliol which runs its own second-hand
bookshop, to get hold of one's own copy of the most necessary books.
Parsonage: Very good, as one might expect at Oxford. All relevant
books are available at the Bodleian, and there are in addition several
specialised lending libraries.
(4) Standard of tuition:
Parsonage: Two good tutors and one average. Standard of lectures
surprisingly low. In fact few are worth attending at all, with one or
two notable exceptions.
Green: The standard of tuition is very difficult to measure. Again,
Balliol is in rather a privileged position having very good tutors in
nearly all the subjects. This, however, has its disadvantages since there
is at times a much larger academic gap to be bridged between tutor
and tutored. In general, I think, the standard is high throughout
Oxford and there is a fair amount of inter-change, people from one
college being tutored in another.
(5) Particular problems:
Parsonage: None (as yet).
Green: These are generally covered in the other points.
(6) Time spent working:
Green: Very difficult to measure, at least as far as I am concerned,
since I don't work at any fixed time during the day. I have to write
what works out at an average of 1^ essays a week—12 during the
term. It is said that one needs to work a steady six hours a day to get a

good degree, but again what classifies as work is at times very vague,
especially when for some P.P.E. papers The Times Business News is
recommended reading.
Parsonage: Except for the last couple of weeks or so before Prelims
last term I have done very little work, and I think this is true of most
people in their first year. One tends to work furiously for two days in
the week, as this is usually sufficient to do the two essays required.
(7) Which school subjects have you found—or would you have found—
to be most useful^.
Green: Of the subjects I did at school, Maths and Statistics have, and
will be, the most directly useful—mainly because I have chosen to do
a statistics paper. It is difficult to measure the extent to which school
English and history affect one's way of working. 'A' level economics
would not have been of great value; from what I have seen of other
people who did this it tends to give one rather preconceived notions
which, given the rate at which economic theory is changing, are not a
good thing.
Parsonage: I covered nearly all the ground in economics necessary
for Prelims at school (though some of this was done for the entrance
exam rather than for 'A' levels). Other useful subjects would be
maths and modern history.
(8 and 9) What do you feel to be the tangible application of the course
and/or what do you think it will lead to!
Parsonage: At present I have only vague ideas of what I hope my
course will lead to, but I hope that an Oxford degree will lead to a
satisfactory job in some field. There is also the possibility of postgraduate work.
Green: I wish, as do large numbers of other people, that I knew what
were P.P.E's tangible applications. There is a widespread feeling that
a B.A. degree qualifies one for very little per se. Economics, of course,
has an immediate application, but this is only a part of the course and
many people don't specialise in it. That P.P.E. is a popularly accepted
qualification amongst employers is one thing, whether you are
actually qualified is another.
(10) Any other comments:
Parsonage: It is important to realise that at university work is not
nearly so important as at school, particularly in one's first two years.
Much more attention is paid to extra-curricular activities, not only
for one's present enjoyment, but also for the object of furthering one's
career.
Green: Whatever criticisms it's not a bad course.

PSYCHOLOGY. P. G. TOWNSEND (BRISTOL). S. K. TAGG (MANCHESTER)

(1) General concept of course:
Townsend: Psychology is at present rather scientifically and experimentally biased, but the course will be different from next year—
more sociology thrown in, I believe. This year, for example, we have
done vision and perception, hearing and memory, statistical methods,
biological foundations of psychology, and physiology of the nervous
system etc.
Tagg: (who explained that "I help organise dances and other things
so ain't got much time".) Degree—Bsc., Developmental-kids,
testing—I.Q., personality, social-group interactions, perception etc.
(2) Appeal:
Townsend: It's not a good course but it's an interesting subject. I'm
doing zoology as a subsidiary for two years, which is good.
Tagg: Interesting.
(3) Facilities for study:
Townsend: Pretty lousy. The main library has 74 books per student
(Newcastle 70) as compared with the national average of 150 and the
best (Oxford) which officially has 344 (the real figure is nearer 500) I
quote the 1967 Parry report. Of the grant to Bristol 2.8% was spent
on libraries. Since 800 odd books disappear each year this just about
keeps the numbers even. If you are long-suffering you petition the
senate for an increased library grant. If you are like most people you
order your books through Blackwell's book shop in Oxford. If you
are like me you have not read any books yet to speak of.
Tagg: Library plus university arts and science department reading
room and a bedsit.
(4) Standard of tuition:
Tagg: Good tuition with seminars of ten discussing a subject and
tutorials with one or two.
Townsend: Quite high standard, though only one tutorial per subject per week for me. Actual lectures are not too hot. This is obviously a departmental variation. Basically you are your own tutor.
(5) Particular problems:
Townsend: Only universal problems. Maybe finding accommodation
outside hall is the worst.
Tagg: Union politics.

(6) Work time:
Townsend: Work hard? No, you can get away with very little.
Indeed it's pretty pointless working much more than just enough to
get through the first year exams as there is very little scope outside of
lecture topics.
Tagg: Go to lectures and don't do much more.
(7) Useful school subjects:
Townsend: A more generalised biology course would have been
helpful. Otherwise statistics, inevitably.
Tagg: Zoology, physiology and English.
(8) Application:
Townsend: Very little.
Tagg: Education and psychology of environment.
(9) Lead tol:
Townsend: Ph.D., etc?
ARCHITECTURE. J. S. I. RAFFE AT CHURCHILL, CAMBRIDGE

(1) General concept of course:
Three years to B.A., one year in an office, one or two years back at
S. of A. for a diploma in architecture. Consists basically of studio
work and lectures. Studio work starts with fundamental formal
lectures and subsequently becomes more practical, increasing in
complexity as the course progresses. Drawings are submitted frequently for discussion and criticism. Models etc, are made.
Lectures are given on all aspects of architecture, i.e. history,
theory, science, mechanics etc.
In the exams a portfolio of the year's drawings counts for half the
total marks. The other half is in written papers including a practical
design paper.
(2) Appeal:
The subject is learnt not so much from lectures—of which there are
comparatively few—as from seminars or discussions on schemes and
the practical applications of lectures. One is always dealing with
problems directly applicable to the type of work to be done on
completion of the course.
(3) Facilities for study:
On the whole good. There is a large library and as the "years" are
usually small there is enough space in the studios.

(4) Standard of tuition:
High; all regular lectures, studio masters etc. are proficient practising
architects, some of whom are very eminent. Visitors to criticise work
are normally from the country's best, or anyway better, architects.
(5) Problems:
Don't go to a college at completely the other end of the town.
(6) Work time:
Presumably as hard as other subjects. One difficulty, personally, is
not the work but the time it takes, or may take. The amount and
time of drawings needed is rarely specified exactly.
(7) Subjects:
All the subjects I took—maths, physics and history—are useful.
(8 and 9) Application:
Presumably anyone who embarks on the course intends to do
architecture professionally.
(10) Other comments:
Art is not essential but some maths is invaluable. A long training
before finally qualifying for R.I.B.A.
ENGINEERING, T. J. EYRE, IMPERIAL COLLEGE, LONDON

(1) General concept of the course:
The first year of the electrical engineering course is a common course
shared by electrical, chemical, aeronautical and civil engineers. The
second year I specialised in electrical engineering and took several
humanities courses. The third year I had the choice of which field of
electrical engineering I should specialise in, namely communications,
computers, control, power systems. I chose communications.
(2) Appeal:
Engineering is interesting to me as it involves optimisation of both
technical and economic factors. Electrical engineering is a rapidly
expanding subject which can lead to academic, industrial or consultancy jobs.
(3) Facilities for study:
Excellent libraries at both Imperial College and the Senate House,
the central library of the University of London. These are open at
weekends.

(4) Standard of tuition
Tuition is excellent. It is after all the leading engineering college in
the country.
(5) Particular problems:
Very hard work and a large throw-out rate if you do not work steadily
throughout the year. 30% in my department.
(6) Work time:
As mentioned, a great deal of work. A lot of course work. Exams
(important ones) at the end of the first and second years with finals
divided into two parts in the third year—January and May.
(7) Useful school subjects:
Maths and physics have been useful. The only thing is that the 'A'
level syllabus deals with valves. Transistors are here to stay.
(8) Application:
The course can be applied to almost any field as it is heavily weighted
towards the use of computers. Whatever the outcome of one's career,
industrial experience is almost a necessity.
(9) Lead to?:
As I am sponsored at University by Plessy Telecommunications I
shall return to them for at least a couple of years. Usually engineering
graduates go into industry for a few years and then take one of the
following courses: (1) return to University to take a higher degree—
M.Sc. or Ph.D. (2) Go to a business school and do an M.Sc. or
M.B.A. (3) Stay in industry (heaven forbid).
(10) Other comments:
Engineering comes pretty low on the status opinion poll in this
country. Owing to the tax system it is hard to save here. I intend to
work in the United States this summer. After two years in industry I
intend to emigrate to Canada and take either a business course or
accountancy, leading perhaps to a consultancy job in the field of the
application of computers to accounting and to other parts of industry.
ECONOMICS: A. W. LAUDER, CHRIST'S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE. (CHANGED
TO MODERN LANGUAGES)

(1) General concept of course:
I read economics for my first year. This I found to be too theoretical,
with very little practical application. In the second and third year it
becomes rather mathematical—statistics etc.

I changed to modern languages, which covers language and
literature for the first year (in two subjects) very comprehensively. In
the final two years one specialises in the literature—for practical
purposes, therefore, Part I is of more value.
(2) Appeal:
The appeal lies in its practicality, and in the depth to which one goes
into the intricacies of the languages.
(3) Facilities for study:
The language labs are very good if one wishes to start a subject from
"scratch"—but not, I feel, otherwise. Libraries are good—especially
the University Library.
(4) Standard of tuition:
Varies from college to college. (Lauder does not wish to be quoted on
Christ's as the tutor is an examiner).
(5 and 6) Problems and work time:
The work is very hard in modern languages—the literature takes up
a great deal of time. I try to do eight hours a day all week (including
weekends) as it is my final year. One does have to work very hard in
this particular subject—more so than in Part I Economics.
(7) Useful school subjects:
French, German and English.
(8 and 9) Application:
I hope to be able to use my languages on the export side of industry.

